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This presentation was given to the Albert Edelfelt Seminar organised at the Petit Palais, Paris,
20 May 2022, in connection with the Albert Edelfelt Exhibition

Albert Edelfelt, Self-Portrait, 1902, etching
on paper, sheet 27cm x 17.9cm, image
13.5cm x 7.6cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art
Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu
Karjalainen
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The key role played by Albert Edelfelt (1854–1905) in Finnish art and its art field
is reflected in the large collection of his works at the Ateneum Art Museum /
Finnish National Gallery. It includes more than 6,900 items and is the largest
collection of his art in a Finnish museum. Most of these items are naturally
individual pages from the artist’s sketchbooks.1 Edelfelt also had an important
role in Finland as an intermediary within the art field.
In this presentation, I will discuss both his own artworks in our collection
and how they came to the museum, as well as how he used his connections
in France to buy artworks and organise art exhibitions at the Ateneum. I will
also show how, after Edelfelt’s death, his family took on the role of preservers
and protectors of his artistic work and his reputation, and how when Edelfelt’s
closest family died out, the most private works of his artistic career came to
the Ateneum.
It is also interesting to consider how the collection of Edelfelt’s art was
formed, as he had an exceptional influence over which of his artworks were
acquired for the collection of the Finnish Art Society, now the Finnish National
Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum. The Art Society started to collect artworks and
owned the collection from 1846 to 1939.
Already as a boy and through his family connections, Edelfelt knew all of
the leading figures of the Art Society and was in active contact with them while
he was studying in Antwerp and later in Paris. The first acquisition was made
as early as 1876, when Edelfelt was still a young art student – a set of eight
academic studies from 1874–75 (A I 215 A–H). Two years later Edelfelt’s first
major history painting, Duke Karl Insulting the Corpse of Klaus Fleming (1878,
A I 212), was purchased for the collection. After that many of the works that
he showed in Paris were bought by the Finnish Art Society. During his lifetime,
a total of 29 of his works were acquired for this purpose. Edelfelt was often
personally involved in deciding on these acquisitions as he had great influence

See Albert Edelfelt’s artworks and sketchbooks at the Finnish National Gallery Collection:
https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/search?authors[]=Albert%20Edelfelt&category=artwork
(accessed 15 November 2022).
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Albert Edelfelt, Duke Karl
Insulting the Corpse of Klaus
Fleming, 1597, 1878,
oil on canvas, 157cm x 202cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

both in the Art Society and the Artists’ Association of Finland, as well as in
the Antell Delegation. Few, if any, artists have ever had this kind of power
concerning national collections in Finland.

Edelfelt’s role in the Antell Delegation

Albert Edelfelt, Profile of a Young Woman,
1882, pastel on paper, attached to cardboard,
62.5cm x 49cm
Antell Collections, Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

In this connection I have to present another Finn who has had a great
influence on our collections and who also lived in Paris, from 1877
until his early death in 1893. Herman Frithiof Antell (1847−93), an
acquaintance of Edelfelt, was an art collector from Vaasa who was trained
as a doctor of medicine. His inheritance from his father made him a
millionaire at the age of 27. After that he acted more as a collector of art,
and a numismatist and he especially enjoyed his life in Paris. All of the
Finnish, and many Swedish artists in the city, knew him and sought his
company and friendship while studying or staying in town.
Antell bought several works from Edelfelt for his Paris home at
Avenue d’Antin. Later, through Antell’s bequest collection, the Finnish Art
Society received four paintings by Edelfelt: two oil paintings, Parisienne
Reading (1880, A I 536) and Lady in Black (Thérèse noire, 1880, A I 537),
the pastel Profile of a Young Woman (1882, A I 539) and the watercolour
version of Dear Friends (1883, A I 538).
In Paris, Edelfelt sought to help his fellow artists with selling their
works and for example, he suggested that Antell buy sculptures from
fellow Finn Ville Vallgren. Surprisingly, Antell commissioned Vallgren
to create a bronze bust of Edelfelt (B I 160). Edelfelt’s standing as an
artist was already so strong that this same work of him in marble was
purchased by the Finnish Art Society in 1888 (A I 104). In 1910, five years
after Edelfelt’s death, Vallgren made a third work, a full-length portrait
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A bronze statue of Albert Edelfelt by Ville Vallgren, outside the Ateneum building, photographed
during the unveiling ceremony day 22 October 1927, with Vallgren to the right.
Photographer unknown. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery

of Edelfelt. This was first installed outside the Ateneum building during the ‘Albert Edelfelt’
exhibition held there from 11 April − 1 July 1910.
After Antell’s death the Finns created a committee, the Antell Delegation, to oversee his
bequest both to take care of the donated capital and the collections. Antell stated in his last
will and testament that these funds were meant to buy art and artefacts for Finnish national
collections (this meant art, design, historical, ethnographic and archaeological materials) and
to establish and build the Finnish National Museum. One million marks2 was donated to the
Finnish people. This has been the largest ever donation to a Finnish museum. Edelfelt served
in the Antell Delegation as a representative of the aristocracy for 12 years (1894−1905), first as
an alternate delegate and then as a member. These representatives or trustees were members
of the four orders of the Finnish Diet: nobility, clergy, burghers and peasants. Among the
Delegation representatives there were university professors, museum curators, members of
parliament and artists like Edelfelt. That is why the Archive of the Antell Delegation is still held
in the Parliament’s library, and not for example in the Finnish National Gallery.
In 1899, the Delegation mandated Edelfelt to make acquisitions through his
connections and knowledge in Paris in order to expand the Society’s European collection.
While staying abroad Edelfelt wrote letters to the Delegation explaining the situation in the art
market and the prices. Then he purchased the first three works, which were all by a younger
generation of painters; one work by Charles Cottet, a pupil of Pierre Puvis de Chavannes
(Breton Village by the Coast (Camaret), A I 632), the others by Émile-René Ménard (Causse
Méjean, Limestone Highlands, A I 633) and Lucien J. Simon (Returning from Mass in Penmarch,
A I 634). The Delegation had hoped to buy something from ‘well-established’ French artists
but Finnish funds were not sufficient for that. They had to be content with these not so
well-known artists at the time. The following year, Edelfelt was given an additional commission
to procure works shown at the Grand Palais during the Paris World Fair. In 1900 more works
2

In 1893 one million marks = 4,85 Euros in 2022.
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Charles Cottet, Breton Village by the Coast
(Camaret), 1885–99, oil on canvas,
81.5cm x 100.5cm
Antell Collections, Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu
Aaltonen

Pascal Dagnan-Bouveret, Disciple at Emmaus,
pastel on paper, 57cm x 41cm
Antell Collections, Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu
Aaltonen

Jules-Alexis Muenier, Villefranche Harbour, Nice, 1894, oil on canvas,
54cm x 65.5cm
Antell Collections, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Asko Penna
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were thus added to the collection: one by the Danish painter Ejnar Nielsen (Old Age, 1898,
A I 695), one by the Frenchman René-Xavier Prinet (By the Fire, A I 698), and one by Edelfelt’s
good friend and neighbour Pascal Dagnan-Bouveret (pastel Disciple at Emmaus, A I 697).
In 1902, two more works were listed as purchased with Antell’s World Fair funds: a view from
Nice by Jules-Alexis Muenier (Villefranche Harbour, Nice, 1894, A I 735) and a bronze sculpture
by Georges Gardet (Fighting Panthers, B I 186). All of these acquisitions were discussed with
enthusiasm in several Delegation meetings when letters from Edelfelt arrived in Helsinki
reporting on the selection of artworks purchased for Finnish collections.
Shortly after the 1900 World Fair in Paris, 14 panneau paintings created for the Finnish
Pavilion were purchased with funds from the Antell Delegation (A II 782:1−14). Two of these
were painted by Edelfelt: The Nyländska Jaktklubben Harbour in Helsinki (1899) and View over
Haikko (1899). Magnus Enckell, a protégé of Edelfelt, had painted three of these panneaux,
one of which was based on Edelfelt’s work depicting the town of Porvoo. They were shown
in the Ateneum in the early 20th-century, hanging with Auguste Rodin’s and Ville Vallgren’s
marbles and bronzes.

Exhibitions of European art at the Ateneum

Auguste Rodin, Portrait of
Honoré de Balzac, 1897,
bronze, 16cm x 16cm x 18cm
Antell Collections, Finnish
National Gallery / Ateneum
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National
Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen

An exhibition of French art at the Ateneum in 1901 was
largely organised through Edelfelt’s connections but curated
by the French Ministry of education and arts (Ministère de
l’instruction publique). Altogether six works were purchased
from this exhibition. There were four landscapes: Gaston
de Latenay’s Gust of Wind (A I 701); Émile-René Ménard’s
Twilight, Sunset (A I 702); Maxime Maufra’s Saint-Guénolé
(A I 703) and André Dauchez’s French Village (A I 699). Then
a painting The Virgin Mary (A I 700), by Georges Desvallières
and a bronze head of Honoré de Balzac by Rodin (B I 189).
This sculpture was also chosen for the cover image of the
exhibition catalogue.
Rodin’s smaller version of Balzac extended Antell’s own
collection of Rodin’s works. He already had three pieces by
Rodin in his Paris home, as well as a watercolour by Swedish
artist Allan Österlind representing Rodin in his studio in 1889
with an inscription by Rodin to Antell. Edelfelt was also involved in the decision to purchase
three works from the Ateneum’s French-Belgian exhibition in 1904. One of these was a pastel
by Pierre Puvis de Chavannes (Model, A II 763). Edelfelt likewise played a role in the arrival
of Vincent van Gogh’s Street in Auvers-sur-Oise (1890, A I 755) at the Ateneum in 1903.
Fanny Flodin, the Finnish widow of Julien Leclercq, a French critic and friend of Edelfelt, sold
the work to the Delegation for 2,500 marks. This was one of the first paintings by van Gogh
acquired for a public museum collection. Many significant European artworks ended up in the
Ateneum, thanks to Antell’s will, his funds and the Delegation’s hard work.

Edelfelt’s work in the FNG’s collection
When studying the Delegation’s archive, one can find several discussions and decisions that
show how Edelfelt had an impact on various acquisitions and how many of his own works
were bought at the turn of the century. For example, in 1903 he received funding for his trip
to Stockholm, again to buy works. A large number of drawings for Runeberg’s epic poem
The Tales of Ensign Stål were also purchased by him. The same drawings had just been
exhibited in Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen and Berlin. Even after Edelfelt’s death, several of
his most important works joined the collection specifically through the Delegation’s decisions
and funds, including The Luxembourg Gardens (1887, A II 835).
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Albert Edelfelt, The
Luxembourg Gardens, Paris,
1887, oil on canvas,
141.5cm x 186.5cm
Antell Collections, Finnish
National Gallery / Ateneum
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

Albert Edelfelt, Portrait of the
Artist’s Wife Ellan Edelfelt,
1896, oil on canvas,
100cm x 60cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National
Gallery / Jenni Nurminen
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John Singer Sargent, Portrait sketch of Albert
Edelfelt, 1880, pencil on paper,
15.8cm x 10.2cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Ainur Nasretdin

The Ateneum Art Museum collection includes two separate collections bequeathed
by the artist’s relatives. After Edelfelt’s widow, Ellan von Born, died in 1921, the Finnish
Art Society received a donation of almost 20 works and sketches. It included paintings that
Edelfelt had received as gift trades with artist friends, such as Anders Zorn and Pascal DagnanBouveret. Edelfelt himself had actually deposited Zorn’s work into the Ateneum already in
1905. Most of the works in Ellan von Born’s donation focused on moments in family life,
primarily in the 1890s, as well as several self-portraits by Edelfelt. By far the most important
part of the donation was the collection of Edelfelt’s 114 sketchbooks (A II 1517:1−114). From
these we can see and study his artistic production since the 1860s. But they also contain
written notes, addresses of clients, friends and places around Europe, and individual drawings
by his friends, including a caricature of Edelfelt by John Singer Sargent.
In their wills, executed in 1935, the artist’s sisters, Annie and Berta Edelfelt, donated
nearly 80 paintings, pastels and watercolours, over 300 drawings and sketches, illustrated
letters from Edelfelt to his sisters and mother and some of their father’s architectural
drawings. These two donations complemented the Finnish Art Society’s collection with
intimate depictions of the artist’s private life, while also forming a significant body of material
for research.
In this presentation I have wanted to demonstrate with some examples, how important
was Edelfelt’s role in promoting French artists to the Finnish State collections through his
connections. When buying art with the Antell Delegation’s funds, Edelfelt sought to side with
the artists while negotiating about prices. Through the activities, discussions and decisions
of the Antell Delegation, he was able to influence the structure of the Finnish Art Society’s
collection over a period of 12 years. No other artist either at that time or later has exercised
such power in the making of acquisitions for the museum’s collection. Edelfelt managed to
build an image of himself as an artist, but also as a major player within the Finnish art field.

